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Executive Summary 
 
This work was commissioned by SEPA to help identify additional measure(s) of sustainable 
development that could be reported alongside GDP in Scotland. Five potential measures, 
identified by SEPA, were assessed: Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI); Ecological 
Footprint (EF); Human Development Index (HDI); Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare (ISEW); 
and Genuine Savings (GS). They were evaluated against 28 criteria, identified by Pareto 
Consulting, to reflect seven desirable attributes in a measure of sustainable development. The 
assessment was discussed with a project steering group. This report presents the results of the 
assessment.  
 
Sustainable development is a complex concept. It has three major aspects: economic, 
environmental and social; and can be defined as ‘weak’ (in which environmental capital assets 
can be substituted by human, social and man-made capital assets), or ‘strong’ (in which they 
cannot). The measures examined use different frameworks and represent different 
perspectives on sustainable development, so would challenge or complement traditional 
measures of progress like GDP to different extents. Compared to the evaluation criteria used, 
all the potential measures had flaws. Despite their complex construction, they all failed 
against the criteria of adequately capturing community preferences, quality of life factors, 
local scarcity, and both intra and intergenerational equity. 
 
Choosing a measure of sustainable development is contingent on the definition that is adopted. 
For example, if weak sustainability is accepted, then Genuine Savings and the Index of 
Sustainable Economic Welfare (ISEW)) are clearly more comprehensive. Both these measures 
try to capture all three aspects of sustainable development (social, economic and 
environmental). 
 
However, if strong sustainability is adopted, the three aspects of sustainable development may 
be impossible to capture accurately in a single measure. Economic issues are already covered 
(albeit imperfectly) through GDP, and the social aspects of sustainable development are 
particularly difficult to capture. The Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI), Ecological 
Footprint and Human Development Index (HDI)) omit at least one of these three aspects of 
sustainable development. The key concept of strong sustainability (that critical natural capital 
should not be substituted with other capital assets) is best reflected by the environmental 
indicators, Ecological Footprint and the Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI).  
 
Examining the five potential measures against the evaluation criteria and considering the above 
mentioned differences in their coverage, Genuine Savings is considered to perform best as an 
overall measure of sustainable development. Its weaknesses are less serious than for the other 
measures; it attempts to cover all aspects of sustainable development, and performs fairly 
consistently across the seven attributes that group the evaluation criteria. It would be further 
strengthened by the addition of per capita data.  
 
The Ecological Footprint is considered a better measure than the ESI because the adoption of 
related concepts like ‘one-planet living’ and carbon footprints make it a recognisable measure 
of society’s activity in the context of global resource capacity. It also covers the environmental 
priorities in the Scottish sustainable development strategy more thoroughly. The HDI is 
considered the least suitable as a single measure of sustainable development, being designed 
to cover socio-economic issues in developing countries. 
 
The alternative to covering sustainable development in a single indicator, is to either measure 
just its environmental aspect (for which the Ecological Footprint is preferred for ‘headline’ 
purposes) or to investigate measuring both environmental and social factors. This could be 
done by using HDI in combination with ESI or Ecological Footprint, or other measures which are 
beyond the scope of this analysis. 
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Acronyms 
 
AMP  Additional Measure of Progress 

BAU Business as Usual 

ESI  Environmental Sustainability Index 

EF  Ecological Footprint 

GDP  Gross Domestic Product 

gNNP  Green Net National Product 

GS  Genuine Savings 

HDI  Human Development Index 

ISEW  Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare 

QoL  Quality of Life 

SD  Sustainable Development 

UN  United Nations 
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1. Introduction  
 

1.1. Background and Objectives 
 
This work was commissioned by SEPA in the context of the desire to identify indicators of progress on 
Sustainable Development for use by policymakers in Scotland. Sustainable development is a diffuse 
goal, and therefore decisions about how to measure it are not straightforward. However, it is clear 
that Gross Domestic Product (GDP) is not an appropriate measure (Rogers et.al. 2007), as it omits 
environmental and social externalities, and does not indicate whether current levels of welfare can 
be sustained into the future. This study explores if it is possible to identify a headline measure of 
sustainable development that could be reported alongside GDP. Such a measure is therefore referred 
to as an ‘additional measure of progress’ or AMP.  
 
This report presents analysis towards selecting an AMP. Five potential AMPs were identified by SEPA 
for evaluation: 
 

• Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI) 
The ESI is a composite index, formed by integrating of 76 attributes – tracking natural resource 
endowments, past and present pollution levels, environmental management efforts, and the capacity 
of a society to improve its environmental performance – into 21 indicators of environmental 
sustainability. It then calculates an equally weighted average of these 21 indicators (Esty et.al 2005). 
It is backed by the World Economic Forum, but is not believed to be in widespread country use. 
 

• Ecological Footprint (EF) 
The EF puts an area’s use of resources in the context of the earth’s environmental limits. It 
calculates how much land and sea is needed to provide the resources consumed and assimilate the 
waste generated, in supporting our welfare ‘way of life’ better?1. It is already in use in other 
contexts, such as defra’s ‘one-planet living’ objective. 
 

• Human Development Index (HDI) 
The HDI is a summary measure of human development. It is an equally weighted index of an area’s 
standards of living, measured through GDP per capita, health and knowledge2. It is used extensively 
by the UN in international comparisons.  
 

• Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare (ISEW) 
The ISEW takes personal expenditures and then adds or subtracts environmental and social factors 
such as services from streets and highways, the costs of air pollution, income distribution, household 
labour, natural resource depletion and urbanisation (eftec 2006). It is not in widespread use, but has 
been employed by the English Regional Development Agencies.  
 

• Genuine Savings (GS) 
GS is a green accounting measure that adjusts national economic accounts for environmental and 
social externalities. It balances natural capital depreciation against investments in man-made, social 
and human capital to indicate whether society is investing sufficiently to maintain its welfare. Green 
accounting is regularly used by academic commentators, the World Bank and in UK agricultural 
policy. 
 
A classification of indicators of sustainable development was suggested by Hanley et.al (2005). The 
five potential AMPs selected by SEPA in establishing the scope of this study are spread evenly across 
Hanley et.al’s classification, and so represent a good cross-section of the different types of potential 
measures available. However, they are not the only potential AMPs, other measures exist which try to 
measure aggregate environmental performance or domestic welfare, or which adopt different 
methods of adjusting for externalities in green accounting frameworks.  
 

                                            
1 http://www.wwf.org.uk/filelibrary/pdf/what_is_ecofootprint.pdf  
2 http://hdr.undp.org/en/reports/global/hdr2007-2008/  
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The five AMPs are assessed against a list of evaluation criteria developed by Pareto Consulting3 for 
use in Scotland. There are 28 evaluation criteria, organised under seven subheadings. The evaluation 
criteria suggested by Pareto Consulting have a reasoned basis and represent a logical approach to 
selecting an AMP.  
 
In undertaking this analysis, possible alterations have been identified to the evaluation criteria. 
These alterations should be considered if the criteria are used in the future. They are shown in the 
table in Annex 1. However, this report’s analysis is based on the original Pareto Consulting criteria. 
 

1.2. Approach 
 
Our approach to this work has been organised in three stages: 
 

1. Assessment of the five potential AMPs against the evaluation criteria; 
2. Discussion of this assessment with the project steering group, and 
3. Further analysis, with reference to key literature and key issues in the evaluation criteria, on 

the most promising potential AMPs. 
 
The results are presented in two tables. A shorter table at the end of Section 2 summarises the main 
problems for each AMP under the seven subheadings. Longer tables in Annex 2 provide notes on the 
initial evaluation of the AMPs against each of the 28 criteria, and are summarised in Section 2. 
Section 3 discusses the findings and draws conclusions.  
 

                                            
3 Pareto Consulting (2007) Developing Criteria for Consideration of Additional Measures of Progress on Sustainable 
Development in Scotland. 
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2. Review of Potential AMPs Against the Criteria  
 
A review of each of the five potential AMPs against the 28 evaluation criteria developed by Pareto 
Consulting is presented in Annex 2. These findings are summarised in Table 1, below. The AMPs had 
similar characteristics in relation to some of the criteria: 
 

• Each AMP was intended to act as a policy tool and most would respond to policy levers in a 
reasonable time frame. Therefore each would, in their own way, be able to signal progress on 
sustainable development. 

• It is likely that a higher profile for any of the AMPs in the past would have made a positive 
difference to sustainable development policy, compared to the traditional emphasis on GDP. 

• Most of the AMPs have sound backing from different but significant institutions.  
• No AMP captures intra and intergenerational equity, community preferences, local scarcity, 

or quality of life factors, in a thorough manner. 
• The construction of all the AMPs is fairly complex, but they can each be seen to clearly relate 

to parts, or the whole of, the Drivers-Pressures-State-Impact-Response (DPSIR4) framework.  
 
There were other criteria on which the differences between AMPs were considered particularly 
significant: 
 

• The AMPs use different frameworks and represent very different perspectives on sustainable 
development. 

• Some AMPs are much more comprehensible to stakeholders, although their recognition by 
stakeholders is something that Governments can influence, by investing political time. 

• There is variation in the extent to which each is already used.  
 
All the measures reviewed have deficiencies in conception or implementation, in line with the 
problems that afflict all potential AMPs (Rogers et.al. 2007). Many of the answers to the evaluation 
criteria are conditional on public attitudes and understanding, or the definition of sustainable 
development preferred. This definition is discussed in more detail in Section 3.1, but the key issues 
are: 
 

a) That sustainable development has three major aspects: economic, environmental and social.  
b) The distinction between ‘weak’ sustainability (in which environmental capital assets can be 

substituted by human, social and man-made capital assets ), and ‘strong’ sustainability (in 
which they cannot). 

 
The evaluation of the five potential AMPs found that three of the indicators (ESI, EF and HDI) do not 
cover any part of at least one of the economic, environmental or social aspects of sustainable 
development. Of these, the HDI’s omission of the environment could be considered most significant 
as this aspect of sustainable development is the least well measured5. HDI also has two further 
problems:  
 

1) It includes GDP in its calculations, which means that if it was used as an AMP, and the two 
were reported together, there would be a danger of over-emphasis on GDP (double counting).  

2) It was designed for use in developing countries and that its components other than GDP are 
themselves indexes. Therefore, given Scotland's level of development these components are 
at a fairly high level already, and thus small (albeit positive) changes cannot make a 
noticeable impact on the Index. 

 
For these reasons HDI was considered the least suitable of the five potential individual AMPs for the 
purposes of the Scottish policymaking in this instance. However, the information reported in the HDI 
is important for social reasons, so policymakers could make more use of it in that context. 
 

                                            
4 The DPSIR model acts as a framework for describing the position of indicators within a system, for more details 
see Pareto Consulting (2007). 
5 Aspects of social sustainability, such as health, crime and education have well-recognised indicators that have 
been in use for longer periods of time. Economic performance is monitored through GDP and other indicators.  
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The remaining four AMPs, namely EF, ESI, ISEW and GS, were considered to perform different 
functions. ISEW and GS are the best attempts at comprehensive measurement of sustainable 
development, as they try to integrate the three components of SD (economic, social and 
environmental) into the same monetary format of welfare as GDP. Both ISEW and GS reflect elements 
of quality of life and our ability to sustain it into the future, as well as environmental factors. In 
aggregating these into a monetary representation of welfare, they inevitably have omissions and 
encounter methodological problems. Both ISEW and GS also share some of GDP’s flaws as a measure 
of progress on development. However, these flaws may prove to be stable through time, and 
therefore allow ISEW or GS to provide a consistent message to policy makers. Their use would provide 
a direct contrast to GDP, and would highlight the problems of relying on GDP as the only measure of 
welfare.  
 
ISEW tries to cover a broader range of issues than GS, but in doing so it makes methodological 
compromises that may entail built in flaws6. GS, on the other hand, is preferred due to its better 
theoretical basis, being based on a more consistent accounting framework similar to GDP (Hanley 
et.al. 2005).  
 
The alternative to the comprehensive attempts of ISEW and GS to cover the three major aspects of 
sustainable development, is to accept that social aspects of sustainable development are too difficult 
to measure in a single AMP (see discussion in section 3). As economic issues are already covered 
(albeit imperfectly) through GDP, this leaves the need for a single environmental measure, which 
makes the construction of the AMP (either EF or ESI) simpler to understand and interpret. The ESI is a 
comprehensive measure of environmental performance, which may deserve attention with respect to 
environmental policy. However, the EF is considered a better measure of environmental sustainability 
because it: 
 

• Puts society’s activity in the context of global resource capacity, 
• Has an intuitive meaning in reflecting environmental equity or ‘one-planet living’, and  
• Is recognisable and understandable due to its close relation to the existing concept of carbon 

footprints. 
 
Neither the ESI nor the EF challenge GDP as directly as ISEW or GS, as they report completely 
different information (e.g. current trends show that the environment is not being managed 
sustainably, but that wealth in society is growing). It would remain a matter of opinion as to the 
weight that should be given to GDP or the environmental index reported.  
 
 
 

                                            
6 For example, the method for including distribution of wealth may build in a divergence from GDP at certain 
levels of income (Dietz S. and Nuemayer E. 2007). 
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Table 1. Summary Analysis – highlighting problems, with emphasis on differences between AMPs 
Evaluation Subheadings ESI EF HDI ISEW GS 

Purpose attributes: the AMP 
should serve a practical 
purpose 

Significant analysis 
effort required 

Reflects ‘one-planet 
living’ 

Combines existing 
social and economic 
policy indicators 

Variable policy 
response 
Significant analysis 
effort 

Market values may 
swamp responses to 
policies 

Basis attributes: the AMP 
should be grounded in sound 
science and evidence 

New framework, 
baselines unclear 

Parallels to ‘carbon 
footprint’ concept 

Omits environmental 
issues 

New framework 
Some major arbitrary 
assumptions 

Sound methodology, 
but there may not be 
sufficient data  

Acceptability attributes: the 
AMP should be acceptable 
politically 

Not intuitive 
Not widely used? 

Institutional support 
modest. 

Not intuitive 
Not used in national 
policy management  

Method not intuitive 
Not widely used? 
 

Not yet widely used 

Global footprint attributes: 
the AMP should reflect global 
impacts and linkages 

Meaning thru country 
comparisons 
Little coverage of 
economic, social or 
equity issues 

No coverage of social 
of economic issues. 
Equity covered 
indirectly. 

Intended for 
developing countries 
and comparisons. 
Equity partially 
covered 

Some data updated 
irregularly 
Equity partially 
covered 

Excludes overseas 
impacts  
Environmental equity 
not covered 

Quality of life attributes: the 
AMP should reflect quality of 
life and environmental justice 

None represent individual/community preferences effectively 

 QoL coverage partial QoL coverage poor Environmental equity 
omitted 

Environmental equity 
coverage partial 

QoL coverage partial 

Natural resource protection 
attributes: the AMP should 
report natural heritage & 
resources 

All have complex weightings; HDI is the simplest, but omits environment. 
None capture local scarcity value, except GS (partially captures through prices) 
Very subjective index Complex numeraire  Resource conditions 

omitted 
Resource conditions 
randomly handled 

Resource conditions 
partially included 

AMP type attributes: the type 
of AMP should be understood 
and acknowledged 

Hidden co-variability 
in data. 
Mixes parts of DPSIR  

Complex linkages and 
aggregation 
Ratio of P & S, with I 
& P having feedbacks  

Ignores environmental 
progress  
Combines PSR 

Linkages hidden in 
complex aggregation 
Mixes parts of DPSIR 

Mixes parts of DPSIR 

 
Recommendation 
 

Footprint is better 
environment 
indicator. 

Best environmental 
AMP, but social and 
economic indicators 
needed for full 
picture of SD.   

Least suitable as an 
individual AMP - 
environmental 
omissions, intended 
for developing 
countries. 

Major problems of 
complexity and 
arbitrary 
assumptions. 

Wide-ranging AMP 
with sound basis, 
similar to GDP. 
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3. Discussion and Conclusions 
 

3.1. Definitions of Sustainable Development 
 
Sustainable development is a multifaceted concept with a range of definitions (Hanley et.al., 2005, 
Rogers et.al., 2007). Central to these is its division into weak sustainability and strong sustainability. 
The ‘weak’ definition only requires overall capital (sum of man-made, human, natural and social) to 
be sustained, in other words allowing substitution of environmental resources (natural capital) for 
other capital assets (or indeed vice versa). The ‘strong’ definition seeks to maintain a critical level of 
natural capital and hence does not allow for substitution. Which of these definitions is being 
measured influences the appropriate choice of AMP. 
 
This appropriateness issue is also reflected in one of the evaluation criteria used, which asks whether 
environmental, social and economic issues (or capital) are all represented - in other words, whether 
relative importance of these issues (and substitution between them) can be demonstrated. In 
aggregating these factors into a single indicator, HDI, ISEW and GS all implicitly substitute their 
performance, so they clearly measure weak sustainability. ESI and EF only use environmental data, 
but they substitute between different types of natural capital, including between critical7 and non-
critical natural capital, so can also be considered as measures of ‘weak’ sustainability (Dietz and 
Nuemayer, 2007).  
 
The non-substitutability of critical natural capital under strong sustainability creates a natural capital 
aggregation problem (Moffat et.al., 2001), which prevents creation of an index that summarises their 
performance into a single numeraire on a continuous scale8. Therefore, it is not surprising that Dietz 
and Nuemayer (2007) consider the best policy measures of strong sustainability are to estimate the 
policy adjustment costs of respecting its constraints. This refers to the cost of forgoing certain 
actions in order to avoid the depletion of natural capital. Despite this, the ESI and EF are a better 
reflection of environmental sustainability than the other measures considered. They at least give an 
indication of the management of natural capital, and offer less scope for substitution than if 
tradeoffs with all types of capital are considered. However, a wide variety of data can be used to 
measure the management of natural capital, some of which are reflected in the environmental data 
that go into making up GS and ISEW. 
 

3.2. Scotland’s Sustainable Development Objectives 
 
The three priorities from the Scottish sustainable development strategy ‘Choosing Our Future’9 are: 
 

• To reduce the size of our global footprint; 
• Improve quality of life for individuals and communities…, and  
• Natural heritage and resources are protected for the long term.     

 
These priorities each have useful indicators that reflect aspects of their achievement. However, they 
have differences in terms of their overall measurement. Measuring quality of life is by definition 
qualitative, unless a way is found of objectively gathering and aggregating individuals’ opinions on 
the matter (which isn’t yet done extensively). Several of the indicators and outcomes identified for 
this priority are reflected in the makeup of the HDI. 
 
The two environmental priorities (global footprint and resource protection) are empirical questions – 
we can measure the size of Scotland’s global footprint and quantify whether its natural resources are 
                                            
7 Critical natural capital provides raw materials, waste assimilation functions, amenity benefits or support 
functions that cannot be readily substituted with alternative forms of capital. The loss of critical natural capital 
would be irreversible or very costly or unethical. Whether the weak or strong definition of sustainability is 
correct can only be known in the future, so is not empirically testable (Dietz and Nuemayer, 2007).  
8 An index that returns the worst score across a range of types of critical natural capital is possible, but is not a 
true index. 
9 “Choosing our future” : http://www.scotland.gov.uk/Publications/2005/12/1493902/39032  
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being protected. The EF and ESI measures have different coverage of these two environmental 
priorities. EF is clearly directly related to the global footprint priority. EF also implies a country’s 
impact on the state (but not directly the protection) of natural resources. ESI gives a good measure of 
resource protection, but only 14% of its calculation is influenced by the international issues that are 
related to footprint. Therefore, the EF is considered a better measure of both Scotland’s global 
footprint and natural resource sustainable development priorities than ESI. 
 
It should be noted that the interpretation of EF has been questioned. Large footprints reflect the 
uneven resource distribution that could be regarded as a normal consequence of the trade in 
resources. Current trade patterns may be unsustainable; but trade and the associated redistribution 
of resources, may not be intrinsically unsustainable (Dietz and Nuemayer 2007). However, as the 
Scottish sustainable development strategy aims to reduce the size of Scotland’s global footprint, this 
argument is not accepted as a reason to disregard EF.  
 
There are some further considerations for Scotland in terms of measuring its sustainable 
development. For example, the evaluation criteria consider the availability of data for Scotland. 
Although some AMPs will involve greater cost/effort to compile for Scotland, in general data 
availability is not expected to be a major problem. Where weightings are used or implied in the 
different AMPs’ data sets, there could be a case for researching Scottish sets of weightings. This 
could improve stakeholders’ buy-in to the relevant AMPs, but would reduce international 
comparability. A further Scottish consideration is the significant influence of the price of fossil fuels 
on GS and ISEW. This volatile and exogenous global economic influence could swamp more subtle 
domestic changes to the measures, so should be borne in mind in their future use. 
 
Finally, as annual data are usually a snapshot of performance, and ‘progress’ is a function of change, 
it is beneficial if there is to be a clear trend and goal for the AMP chosen. Compiling historical data is 
feasible for the AMPs investigated, but sometimes a significant effort would be involved. If past 
performance is considered important, then costs of establishing past Scottish trends should be 
explicitly considered in the choice of AMP. 
 

3.3. Conclusions 
 
Policymakers want clear indicators of sustainable development, which should also inform the public 
of the state of their environment and the prospects for the future welfare of their society. As a 
contribution to this goal, this analysis examines potential measures of progress with reference to a 
range of evaluation criteria.  
 
Most importantly, the choice of AMP should be guided by a more precise definition of sustainable 
development. For example, this would help identify whether the key factor is that critical natural 
capital is maintained (strong sustainability), that overall reinvestment in the capital stock is 
sufficient, or that welfare will be maintained through time (Hanley et.al. 2005).  
 
If strong sustainability is accepted, then research needs to look at individual indicators of critical 
natural capital, which being non-substitutable, shouldn’t be amalgamated. Any sound measure of 
critical natural capital is unlikely to fulfil the other evaluation criteria used in this analysis. If weak 
sustainability is accepted, then an AMP that can amalgamate different types of capital and show the 
change in each type (and hence substitution between them) over time should be preferred. From the 
five examined, the best option for a single AMP on sustainable development in Scotland is to use a 
measure that attempts to cover all three major aspects of SD. The best of these is GS, which would 
be further strengthened by changing some of its data components, from an aggregate to a per capita 
basis.  
 

4. The alternative is to accept that sustainable development cannot be amalgamated into a 
single index. In this case the options are to either measure just environmental aspects (for 
which ESI is a comprehensive measure, but EF is preferred for ‘headline’ purposes), or to 
measure environmental and social factors. If such a combination of indicators is potentially 
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attractive, further research should look at AMPs beyond the five analysed in this report, 

including using HDI in combination with ESI or EF. References 
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Annex 1: Evaluation Criteria  
Purpose attributes: the AMP should serve a practical purpose 

Is it intended to act as a pedagogical tool or a policy tool? 
Is it responsive to policy levers within a meaningful timeframe? 
If it had been available in the past, what difference would it have made? 
Does the additional insight gained justify the cost of measurement? 

Basis attributes: the AMP should be grounded in sound science and evidence 

Can it be interpreted to help give an SD perspective? 
Is it presented within a conceptual, interpretative framework? 
Are the data and methodologies robust and verifiable? 
Do data allow for baselines, temporal and spatial comparability and target setting? 

Acceptability attributes: the AMP should be acceptable politically 

Is it comprehensible to stakeholders? 
Will there be long-term institutional support? 
Is it updated regularly? 
Is it already used elsewhere? 

Global footprint attributes: the AMP should reflect global impacts and linkages 

What spatial scale and focus does the AMP use? 
What temporal resolution/time horizon does the AMP use? 
Are economic, environmental and social dimensions all represented? 
Are intra and inter-generational equity measures reported? 

Quality of life attributes: the AMP should reflect quality of life and environmental justice 

Is environmental equity (justice) measured? 
Are individual/community, grassroot preferences represented? 
Is QoL measured through income alone?  
Are other aspects of QoL reported? 

Natural resource protection attributes: the AMP should report natural heritage & resources 

What unit of measurement (numeraire) is used? 
Are the weights for aggregation/trade-offs made explicit? 
Can revisions to resource conditions be accommodated? 
Is local vs. global scarcity (value) accounted for? 

AMP type attributes: the type of AMP should be understood and acknowledged 

Does the type of indicator match its intended purpose of clearly signalling progress? 
If used, is the aggregator function’s weights made explicit? 
Are the linkages between separate components shown transparently? 
Is it clear which (DPSIR) part of the SD system the AMP relates to? 
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Suggested Alterations to AMP Evaluation Criteria in Future 

   
Pareto Criteria Reasons for Change Suggested new criteria 
Purpose attributes: the AMP 
should serve a practical purpose 

  

Does the additional insight 
gained justify the cost of 
measurement? 

There are two questions here - 
separate out the cost from the 
insight. 

What cost is involved in 
measurement? 

 Does the additional insight gained 
justify the cost of measurement? 

   
Basis attributes: the AMP should 
be grounded in sound science 
and evidence 

  

Are the data and methodologies 
robust and verifiable? 

This question can be answered 
at a methodological or global 
level, a crucial subset is 
whether Scottish data are 
robust and verifiable. 

Are the data and methodologies 
robust and verifiable? 

  Is Scottish data available? 
   
Acceptability attributes: the 
AMP should be acceptable 
politically 

  

Will there be long-term 
institutional support? 

The future is hard to predict so 
simply take the current 
situation as guide: 

Is there established institutional 
support? 

   
Quality of life attributes: the 
AMP should reflect quality of 
life and environmental justice 

  

Is QoL measured through income 
alone?  

The first question is part of 
the opposite of the second, so 
merge into one question. 

Are aspects of QoL other than 
income reported? 

Are other aspects of QoL 
reported? 
   
Natural resource protection 
attributes: the AMP should 
report natural heritage & 
resources 

  

Are the weights for aggregation/ 
trade-offs made explicit? 

This is a subset of the 
aggregator function question 
below. 

Remove question. 

   
AMP type attributes: the type 
of AMP should be understood 
and acknowledged 

  

If used, is the aggregator 
function’s weights made 
explicit? 

This includes the aggregator 
function question above. 
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Annex 2. Assessment of Individual AMPs 

The Environmental Sustainability Index (ESI) 
 
The ESI is a composite index of 76 attributes that benchmarks the ability of nations to protect the 
environment over the next several decades. It integrates data sets – tracking natural resource 
endowments, past and present pollution levels, environmental management efforts, and the 
capacity of a society to improve its environmental performance – into 21 indicators of 
environmental sustainability. It then calculates an equally weighted average of these 21 indicators 
(Esty et.al 2005). 
 

Assessment of the ESI against the evaluation criteria 
Purpose attributes: the AMP should 
serve a practical purpose 

 

Is it intended to act as a pedagogical 
tool or a policy tool? 

Intended as an environmental policy tool & 
counterpoint to economic and human development 
yardsticks. 

Is it responsive to policy levers 
within a meaningful timeframe? 

Yes, at least in some circumstance; depends on speed of 
environmental feedbacks so realistic. 

If it had been available in the past, 
what difference would it have made? 

Highlighted a range of environmental policy concerns – 
e.g. unsustainable trends in use of natural resources, 
where govt intervention could bring greatest gains. 

Does the additional insight gained 
justify the cost of measurement? 

Cost – significant management effort on existing data. 
Insights – significant and original: highlights 
environmental challenges and compares to peer-
countries. 

  
Basis attributes: the AMP should be 
grounded in sound science and 
evidence 

 

Can it be interpreted to help give an 
SD perspective? 

Yes, gives broad view of environmental sustainability. 

Is it presented within a conceptual, 
interpretative framework? 

No, index meaningless without own context. 

Are the data and methodologies 
robust and verifiable? 

For individual data points, generally yes. Some effort 
may be needed to establish Scottish data. 

Do data allow for baselines, 
temporal and spatial comparability 
and target setting? 

Baseline unclear. Target setting possible. 
Only allows for international and temporal comparisons 
to itself. 

  
Acceptability attributes: the AMP 
should be acceptable politically 

 

Is it comprehensible to stakeholders? Not intuitively, requires comparisons, national trend or 
familiarity over time to be meaningful. 

Will there be long-term institutional 
support? 

Likely yes, World Economic Forum backing  

Is it updated regularly? Yes, annual updates feasible, subject to data 
availability. 

Is it already used elsewhere? No major uses apparent. 
  
Global footprint attributes: the AMP 
should reflect global impacts and 
linkages 
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What spatial scale and focus does 
the AMP use? 

National data, international comparison. 

What temporal resolution/time 
horizon does the AMP use? 

Annual data. Current environmental impacts and 
impacts on future environmental capacity merged. 

Are economic, environmental and 
social dimensions all represented? 

No. Economic and social risks only reflected indirectly. 

Are intra and inter-generational 
equity measures reported? 

Yes, implied.  
Intra-generation: in human vulnerability indicators.  
Inter-generation: in impacts on future environmental 
capacity. 

  
Quality of life attributes: the AMP 
should reflect quality of life and 
environmental justice 

 

Is environmental equity (justice) 
measured? 

Yes, human vulnerability to environmental impacts 
covered. 

Are individual/community, grassroot 
preferences represented? 

No 

Is QoL measured through income 
alone?  

No 

Are other aspects of QoL reported? Yes, but only environmental ones, so very partial. 
  
Natural resource protection 
attributes: the AMP should report 
natural heritage & resources 

 

What unit of measurement 
(numeraire) is used? 

Index. Background data has broad and complex variety 
of units. 

Are the weights for aggregation/ 
trade-offs made explicit? 

Yes, no explicit weighting adjustments, implicit 
weightings of 1 for each of 21 component indicators. 

Can revisions to resource conditions 
be accommodated? 

Yes. Resource conditions are the numeraire for some 
variables 

Is local vs. global scarcity (value) 
accounted for? 

No. Variables do act at different scales 
(national/global), but not local. 

  
AMP type attributes: the type of 
AMP should be understood and 
acknowledged 

 

Does the type of indicator match its 
intended purpose of clearly signalling 
progress? 

Yes, but only on environmental policy. 

If used, is the aggregator function’s 
weights made explicit? 

Yes, but as part of complex methodology. 

Are the linkages between separate 
components shown transparently? 

No. Co-variability complex and not shown. 

Is it clear which (DPSIR) part of the 
SD system the AMP relates to? 

Variables taken from all parts, so reflects whole 
system. 

 
The ESI provides a logical and fairly comprehensive indicator of the state of the environment. 
However, there are inevitably environmental omissions, and it gives little coverage of economic, 
social, quality of life or equity issues. Calculating it for Scotland would involve a significant 
analysis effort in a subjective and novel framework that bears little relation to any other concepts 
of sustainable development.  
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As it is not an intuitive or widely used measure, it needs international comparisons or a sustained 
time series to have meaning, neither of which is likely to be available quickly. The Ecological 
Footprint is considered a slightly better measure of environmental performance.  

Ecological Footprint (EF) 
 
An EF calculates how much productive land and sea is needed to provide resources consumed, 
such as energy, water and raw materials, and assimilate waste generated, such as through fossil 
fuel consumption, in supporting our welfare10. The EF for a geographical area puts its use of 
resources in the context of their global availability, measured through land and sea areas, in order 
to represent the earth’s environmental limits. 
 

Assessment of the EF against the evaluation criteria 
Purpose attributes: the AMP should 
serve a practical purpose 

 

Is it intended to act as a pedagogical 
tool or a policy tool? 

Both. Clear policy function, to reduce use of the earth’s 
biocapacity, but target level debatable. 

Is it responsive to policy levers 
within a meaningful timeframe? 

Consumption and waste data: yes, annually. For 
example, more sustainable economic production (e.g. 
generating less waste) would reduce the footprint.  
State of environment data: yes, but probably slower. 
 

If it had been available in the past, 
what difference would it have made? 

Highlighted clear trend in overuse of biocapacity.  
Introduction of 1-planet policy thinking has been 
influential. 

Does the additional insight gained 
justify the cost of measurement? 

Yes. Cost low (data already collected in other fora, 
aggregation needed), insight original. 

  
Basis attributes: the AMP should be 
grounded in sound science and 
evidence 

 

Can it be interpreted to help give an 
SD perspective? 

Yes, gives an overview of environmental sustainability, 
in terms of earth’s systems. 

Is it presented within a conceptual, 
interpretative framework? 

Yes, has spatial logic. 

Are the data and methodologies 
robust and verifiable? 

Yes. Extrapolation requires assumptions, but sensitivity 
analysis suggests its sound. 

Do data allow for baselines, 
temporal and spatial comparability 
and target setting? 

Consistent baseline across time and countries. 
Targets feasible over time for Scotland, or through 
existing international comparisons. 

  
Acceptability attributes: the AMP 
should be acceptable politically 

 

Is it comprehensible to stakeholders? Yes, ‘footprint’ concept also used re: carbon. 
Will there be long-term institutional 
support? 

Probably, carbon footprint and one-planet concepts 
have been adopted by Westminster Government. 
Is mentioned in Scotland’s current performance 
framework. 

Is it updated regularly? Yes, annual data inputs possible, but may not be 
available for all data. 

Is it already used elsewhere? Yes, is considered in other contexts.  
  

                                            
10 http://www.wwf.org.uk/filelibrary/pdf/what_is_ecofootprint.pdf  
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Global footprint attributes: the AMP 
should reflect global impacts and 
linkages 

 

What spatial scale and focus does 
the AMP use? 

Puts Scotland in a global context. 

What temporal resolution/time 
horizon does the AMP use? 

Judges latest year’s performance, but can also show 
trends. 

Are economic, environmental and 
social dimensions all represented? 

No. Limited economic relevance, no social data. 

Are intra and inter-generational 
equity measures reported? 

Yes, but crude – it implies trends in both.  

  
Quality of life attributes: the AMP 
should reflect quality of life and 
environmental justice 

 

Is environmental equity (justice) 
measured? 

Yes, indirectly – if footprint > biocapacity = intra-
generational inequity 
 

Are individual/community, grassroot 
preferences represented? 

No, nationally aggregated data only. 

Is QoL measured through income 
alone?  

Directly, it not measured at all. 

Are other aspects of QoL reported? Only indirectly, e.g. through the influence of 
assimilative capacity  

  
Natural resource protection 
attributes: the AMP should report 
natural heritage & resources 

 

What unit of measurement 
(numeraire) is used? 

Global biological capacity in terms of land and water 
area. 

Are the weights for aggregation/ 
trade-offs made explicit? 

Yes, but they are complex and not obvious. 

Can revisions to resource conditions 
be accommodated? 

Yes, when data is available. 

Is local vs. global scarcity (value) 
accounted for? 

No, it has a global numeraire. 

  
AMP type attributes: the type of 
AMP should be understood and 
acknowledged 

 

Does the type of indicator match its 
intended purpose of clearly signalling 
progress? 

Yes, will signal direction of travel re: use of earth’s 
biocapacity. 

If used, is the aggregator function’s 
weights made explicit? 

Yes, but they are complex and not obvious. 

Are the linkages between separate 
components shown transparently? 

Yes, weights and background data explicit. Single 
numeraire. 

Is it clear which (DPSIR) part of the 
SD system the AMP relates to? 

It’s a ratio between P & S, with I & P having feedbacks 
to numeraire. 

 
The EF is the basis for the ‘one-planet living’ concept that has played a major role in the UK 
environmental policy discussions in recent years, and gained some institutional support. The 
‘footprint’ concept is already understood from carbon accounting work, and EF expands this to a 
wider set of environmental factors. However, it omits social, quality of life and economic issues, 
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and calculating the EF is complex and not readily understood, involving complex linkages and 
aggregation.  
 
The EF can therefore be described as intuitively meaningful to society, reflecting the desirability 
of meeting our needs from renewable resources. However, some economists would argue that 
theoretically its meaning below the global level (i.e. in Scotland) is questionable. Dietz S. & 
Nuemayer E. (2007) regard exchanges of carrying capacity between countries to be part of the 
normal trade in goods, which makes the EF harder to interpret for policy advice (Hanley et.al. 
2005). Furthermore, changes in global biocapacity are predominantly outside Scotland’s control. 

The Human Development Index (HDI) 
 
The HDI is a summary measure of human development. It is an equally weighted index of three 
components: ‘long and healthy life’, measured through life expectancy; ‘knowledge’, measured 
2/3rds through adult literacy, and 1/3rd through educational enrolment; and ‘standards of living’, 
measured through GDP per capita. Each component is itself an index of the data against a fixed 
scale representing the goal for that component (e.g. 85 years for life expectancy)11. 
 

Assessment of the HDI against the evaluation criteria 
Purpose attributes: the AMP should 
serve a practical purpose 

 

Is it intended to act as a pedagogical 
tool or a policy tool? 

Policy tool. 

Is it responsive to policy levers 
within a meaningful timeframe? 

Yes, in that annual GDP changes reflected. 
No, in that some components (education and longevity) 
only respond slowly, and for Scotland can only move 
small amounts at the top end of the scale. 

If it had been available in the past, 
what difference would it have made? 

Unclear. It is a summary of economic, health and 
education performance, but data for these are already 
used in policy making. The creation of a ‘league table’ 
for countries puts useful emphasis on performance, 
bring together and highlighting the issues for policy 
makers.  

Does the additional insight gained 
justify the cost of measurement? 

Costs low – aggregates existing data. 
Main insight is through international comparison. 

  
Basis attributes: the AMP should be 
grounded in sound science and 
evidence 

 

Can it be interpreted to help give an 
SD perspective? 

Yes, on social issues. No environmental component. 

Is it presented within a conceptual, 
interpretative framework? 

Only through international comparison.  

Are the data and methodologies 
robust and verifiable? 

Yes, clear and verifiable. Robustness is a matter of 
opinion on importance of data chosen. 

Do data allow for baselines, 
temporal and spatial comparability 
and target setting? 

Yes. Designed for international comparison. Also 
indicates relative progress over time. Targets possible, 
but country baseline subjective. 

                                            
11 http://hdr.undp.org/en/reports/global/hdr2007-2008/  
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Acceptability attributes: the AMP 
should be acceptable politically 

 

Is it comprehensible to stakeholders? No, not straightforward. ‘Index’ has no existing 
benchmark or parallel. 

Will there be long-term institutional 
support? 

Yes, UN backed. 

Is it updated regularly? Yes, annually. 
Is it already used elsewhere? Yes, used by UN in international comparisons. Some use 

in country governance when highlighting relative 
underperformance. 
 

  
Global footprint attributes: the AMP 
should reflect global impacts and 
linkages 

 

What spatial scale and focus does 
the AMP use? 

Only Scotland, comparable to other countries. Mainly 
intended for developing countries. 

What temporal resolution/time 
horizon does the AMP use? 

Annual.  

Are economic, environmental and 
social dimensions all represented? 

No. Social measures of education and life expectancy. 
Economic data measured by GDP/capita, so related to 
GDP. 
No environmental component, except through indirect 
long term influence on life expectancy. 

Are intra and inter-generational 
equity measures reported? 

Intra: Indirectly, social measures reflect size of 
socially-excluded groups.  
Inter: No clues to future. 

  
Quality of life attributes: the AMP 
should reflect quality of life and 
environmental justice 

 

Is environmental equity (justice) 
measured? 

No. Environmental factors may be reflected in life 
expectancy, but only through comparisons between 
countries. 

Are individual/community, grassroot 
preferences represented? 

No. 

Is QoL measured through income 
alone?  

No.  

Are other aspects of QoL reported? Yes, knowledge and health measured. 
  
Natural resource protection 
attributes: the AMP should report 
natural heritage & resources 

 

What unit of measurement 
(numeraire) is used? 

No objective units. Uses indices of social and economic 
performance based on global data ranges, which 
Scotland already at top end of.  

Are the weights for aggregation/ 
trade-offs made explicit? 

Yes, although contained in calculations, not obvious or 
intuitive. 

Can revisions to resource conditions 
be accommodated? 

Wouldn’t influence index. No units included for natural 
resources. 
 

Is local vs. global scarcity (value) 
accounted for? 

No. 
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AMP type attributes: the type of 
AMP should be understood and 
acknowledged 
Does the type of indicator match its 
intended purpose of clearly signalling 
progress? 

Yes, on the range of issues covered. 

If used, is the aggregator function’s 
weights made explicit? 

Yes. 

Are the linkages between separate 
components shown transparently? 

Yes, in the background data. 

Is it clear which (DPSIR) part of the 
SD system the AMP relates to? 

Combination of pressures (GDP), state (GDP, life 
expectancy & literacy), and response (enrolment). 

 
The HDI is an easily understood headline measure of progress on social and economic sustainability 
in developing countries. For the purposes being examined here, it has a number of weaknesses. 
HDI includes GDP (per capita) and omits the environment, and this analysis is looking for an AMP 
to be reported alongside GDP. If the information reported in the HDI is desirable for social policy 
purposes then it could be examined separately by policymakers. As an AMP on sustainable 
development in Scotland, it is considered the weakest of the measures analysed. However, it is 
the only one of the 5 indicators with a social component. Therefore, if the way aspects of social 
progress are measured using HDI are considered useful, it might be used alongside economic and 
environmental indicators to provide a full picture of SD in Scotland.   
 

The Index of Sustainable Economic Welfare (ISEW) 
 
The ISEW aims to provide an alternative measure of economic welfare to GNP, by including the 
impact of environmental and social factors on welfare, such as household labour, natural resource 
depletion and urbanisation. The ISEW takes personal consumption expenditures as its core 
measure of welfare, but then adds or subtracts numerous other monetised components 
representing other contributors or detractions from welfare (e.g. services from streets and 
highways, costs of air pollution), and makes adjustments for income distribution. It is presented 
on a per capita basis (eftec 2006). 
 

Assessment of the ISEW against the evaluation criteria 
Purpose attributes: the AMP should 
serve a practical purpose 

 

Is it intended to act as a pedagogical 
tool or a policy tool? 

Intended for policy use. 

Is it responsive to policy levers 
within a meaningful timeframe? 

Varies for the different components, but NO for a 
significant number. 

If it had been available in the past, 
what difference would it have made? 

The UK retrospective time series shows considerable 
gap between ISEW and GNP, so in Scotland likely it 
would have highlighted factors that make welfare 
harder to sustain. 

Does the additional insight gained 
justify the cost of measurement? 

Cost – could be significant to create, and to update 
annually. 
Provides significant alternative perspective on welfare. 

  
Basis attributes: the AMP should be 
grounded in sound science and 
evidence 

 

Can it be interpreted to help give an 
SD perspective? 

Yes, but many internal tradeoffs and arbitrary factors 
limit its use. 
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Is it presented within a conceptual, 
interpretative framework? 

Only through vague parallel to GNP. Framework unclear 
due to complex data adjustments and arbitrary 
elements. 

Are the data and methodologies 
robust and verifiable? 

Some assumptions and data are arbitrary, or without 
empirical basis. 
Considerable effort would be needed to establish up to 
date Scottish data, probably including some primary 
research into data availability and sensitivity analysis. 
However, this seems feasible – it has been done 
recently for the English Regions. 

Do data allow for baselines, 
temporal and spatial comparability 
and target setting? 

Yes, international comparisons possible. Temporal 
comparison limited by some data not being annually 
updated, and some only having one data point (e.g. 
pollution valuations).  

  
Acceptability attributes: the AMP 
should be acceptable politically 

 

Is it comprehensible to stakeholders? In detail NO, components not intuitive. Headline figure, 
as with GDP, more readily suited to 
(mis?)interpretation. 

Will there be long-term institutional 
support? 

Questionable – may develop. Has been adopted in the 
English Regions. 

Is it updated regularly? Partially – some annual data, other data needs 
particular analysis, and some data components not 
updated regularly. 

Is it already used elsewhere? Yes, e.g. in English Regions. 
  
Global footprint attributes: the AMP 
should reflect global impacts and 
linkages 

 

What spatial scale and focus does 
the AMP use? 

Scottish scale feasible, would focus on Scottish 
economy. Facilitates comparisons over time, or 
internationally. 

What temporal resolution/time 
horizon does the AMP use? 

Annual statistic (but not all data updated annually).  

Are economic, environmental and 
social dimensions all represented? 

Yes. 

Are intra and inter-generational 
equity measures reported? 

Yes, intra-generational equity index included. 
Inter-generation equity implied as gives indication of 
how current economic activity involves investment in 
future prosperity. 

  
Quality of life attributes: the AMP 
should reflect quality of life and 
environmental justice 

 

Is environmental equity (justice) 
measured? 

Indirectly. 

Are individual/community, grassroot 
preferences represented? 

No. 

Is QoL measured through income 
alone?  

No. 

Are other aspects of QoL reported? Yes, human (health, education), and environmental 
capital both reported in different ways. 
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Natural resource protection 
attributes: the AMP should report 
natural heritage & resources 

 

What unit of measurement 
(numeraire) is used? 

£/capita/yr – directly comparable to GDP. 
This is composed from a variety of sometimes arbitrary 
data. 

Are the weights for aggregation/ 
trade-offs made explicit? 

No. Clearly laid out in calculations, but index and 
tradeoffs are so complex that explicit understanding by 
decision-makers unlikely.  

Can revisions to resource conditions 
be accommodated? 

Yes, where captured in individual components. 

Is local vs. global scarcity (value) 
accounted for? 

Can be if captured in market prices. 

  
AMP type attributes: the type of 
AMP should be understood and 
acknowledged 

 

Does the type of indicator match its 
intended purpose of clearly signalling 
progress? 

Yes, in that a time series develops comparing progress 
to GDP. 

If used, is the aggregator function’s 
weights made explicit? 

No. Clearly laid out in calculations, but index is so 
complex that explicit understanding by decision-makers 
unlikely.  

Are the linkages between separate 
components shown transparently? 

No, co-variability may be hidden through aggregation. 

Is it clear which (DPSIR) part of the 
SD system the AMP relates to? 

No, mixes data from all elements. 

 
The ISEW tries to capture the full range of factors that make up sustainable development. 
However, it does not relate to a specific definition of SD (like maintaining critical natural capital), 
and so it becomes, like the general concept itself, complex, arbitrary and difficult to understand. 
Its methodology has been criticised, for example because resource conditions are not consistently 
handled. The data used are not all updated annually, and may take some effort to establish for 
Scotland. However, the use of ISEW by English Regional governments suggests this should be 
possible, and that it may gain policy credence in the future.  
 

Genuine Savings (GS) 
 
GS is one of a set of closely related green accounting measures that adjust national economic 
accounts for environmental and social externalities (Rogers et.al. 2007). These green measures of 
adjusted GDP, including GS, Net National Product and the Genuine Progress Index, provide similar 
approaches to policy analysis, but use different calculation methods. What exactly is covered 
depends on the natural capital depreciation elements that are measured, and for the purposes of 
this analysis, the method in from Pezzey et.al. (2005) is followed.  
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Assessment of GS against the evaluation criteria 

  

Purpose attributes: the AMP should 
serve a practical purpose 

 

Is it intended to act as a pedagogical 
tool or a policy tool? 

Intended for policy, mimicking GNP/NNP, but current 
literature pedagogical. 

Is it responsive to policy levers 
within a meaningful timeframe? 

Yes, annually should reflect changes in environmental 
conditions as with GNP.  

If it had been available in the past, 
what difference would it have made? 

It would have stimulated consideration of the condition 
of Scotland’s natural capital stock – e.g. highlighting 
the erosion of oil resources, and how the oil revenue 
was being invested.  

Does the additional insight gained 
justify the cost of measurement? 

Cost low – relies on others data for natural capital 
stocks. Compiling environmental accounts for 
agriculture for Defra costs c. £60,000 every two years. 
Yes, insight beneficial, shows if depletion of capital is 
compensated by investment in others (weak 
sustainability). 

  
Basis attributes: the AMP should be 
grounded in sound science and 
evidence 

 

Can it be interpreted to help give an 
SD perspective? 

Yes, gives a weak sustainability perspective on the 
current economic activity measured in national 
accounts. 

Is it presented within a conceptual, 
interpretative framework? 

Yes, GDP already widely familiar. The alterations to 
GDP to reach GS are consistent with economic/macro 
policy thinking. 

Are the data and methodologies 
robust and verifiable? 

Yes, World Bank methods robust. Some Scottish data 
may need to be interpolated from UK data (which may 
be inaccurate e.g. given different energy supply 
makeup in Scotland). Problems remain verifying true 
aggregate data for Scotland and with (non-
environmental) capital adjustments due to omissions. 
But these do not invalidate GS. 

Do data allow for baselines, 
temporal and spatial comparability 
and target setting? 

Yes, both international and time series comparisons 
possible (if data exist). Targets would be meaningful, 
but for true indicator of weak sustainability need the 
rate of change in per capita GS. 

  
Acceptability attributes: the AMP 
should be acceptable politically 

 

Is it comprehensible to stakeholders? Yes, generally understanding as parallels to GDP. Real 
detail of method probably only understood by minority 
(as per GDP). 

Will there be long-term institutional 
support? 

Yes, World Bank associated with methods, and 
extensive coverage in academic literature 

Is it updated regularly? Most data updated annually, some less frequently. 
Is it already used elsewhere? Yes by academic commentators and World Bank. It gets 

analytical attention, but not policy headlines, in 
Government. UK has recently developed a sectoral 
green account for agriculture. 
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Global footprint attributes: the AMP 
should reflect global impacts and 
linkages 

 

What spatial scale and focus does 
the AMP use? 

Scottish domestic economy and resources. Excludes 
overseas impacts – assumes they are included in the 
recipient countries’ accounts 

What temporal resolution/time 
horizon does the AMP use? 

Annual data, but indicates ability to sustain welfare 
into the future. 

Are economic, environmental and 
social dimensions all represented? 

Reflects economy as per NNP, and environment through 
capital adjustments for externalities, social 
adjustments not made (but could be in future through 
health & education spend). 

Are intra and inter-generational 
equity measures reported? 

Intra: No, distribution of impacts not reported.  
Inter: Yes, the change in the capital stock is reported 
which represents ability to support welfare of future 
generations. 

  
Quality of life attributes: the AMP 
should reflect quality of life and 
environmental justice 

 

Is environmental equity (justice) 
measured? 

No. Distribution of environmental externalities not 
considered. Depletion of environmental capital can be 
substituted with other capital that benefits a different 
part of society (weak sustainability). 

Are individual/community, grassroot 
preferences represented? 

No. Preferences reflected in market, proxy and 
hypothetical prices. 

Is QoL measured through income 
alone?  

No.  

Are other aspects of QoL reported? Yes. It reflects the ability of the capital stock to 
support future QoL. 

  
Natural resource protection 
attributes: the AMP should report 
natural heritage & resources 

 

What unit of measurement 
(numeraire) is used? 

Monetary values used. Non-monetised environmental 
capital ignored. 

Are the weights for aggregation/ 
trade-offs made explicit? 

Values of market economy, hypothetical and proxy 
prices are used and introduce implicit weighing of 
different capital elements and changes. Assumes ‘weak’ 
sustainability. 

Can revisions to resource conditions 
be accommodated? 

Yes, changes to resource conditions (capital) 
automatically included. Re-estimation of capital stock, 
or discoveries of new resources, can make the time 
series jump. 

Is local vs. global scarcity (value) 
accounted for? 

No. May be captured in market prices, but local scarcity 
may not influence price due to imports. 

  
AMP type attributes: the type of 
AMP should be understood and 
acknowledged 

 

Does the type of indicator match its 
intended purpose of clearly signalling 
progress? 

Signals progress on weak sustainability, giving an 
overview of how environmental capital is being used. 
Rate of change of per capita GS is a better measure.  
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If used, is the aggregator function’s 
weights made explicit? 

Function is based on market, proxy and hypothetical 
prices. 

Are the linkages between separate 
components shown transparently? 

Yes, they can be, but may be complex and difficult to 
understand. 

Is it clear which (DPSIR) part of the 
SD system the AMP relates to? 

Mixes parts of DPSIR, which is the starting point for the 
analysis and can be demonstrated in the background 
data. Indicator substitutes pressures (NNP growth) and 
impacts (changes in environmental capital). 

 
GS uses the same framework as GDP for its analysis, and therefore shares some of the flaws of 
GDP, like measuring stocks of resources through market rents. Its construction is complex and may 
require further research to reveal complete data for Scotland. GS is imperfect as a measure of 
sustainability because it omits population change, environmental justice, and the overseas 
impacts of Scottish activity. Further technical improvements to the method are possible, such as 
introducing per capita data.  
 
GS trades environmental assets for other forms of capital so adopts a weak sustainability 
approach. However, it is an attractive potential AMP because it has intuitive meaning for policy 
makers and is easily comparable to GDP. It can be reported alongside GDP, with the difference 
between the two providing useful information to policymakers about how capital stocks are being 
managed, and the degradation of environmental and other assets.  
 
 


